Epileptiform activity preferentially arises outside tumor invasion zone in glioma xenotransplants.
Seizures occur commonly with brain tumors. The underlying mechanisms are not understood. We analyzed network and cellular excitability changes in tumor-invaded and sham neocortical tissue in vitro using a rat glioblastoma model. Rat C6 glioma cells were transplanted into rat neocortex, yielding diffusely invading gliomas resembling human glioblastomas. We hypothesized that network excitability would increase in regions neighboring the tumor, and that initiation of epileptic discharges might be correlated to a higher density of intrinsically bursting neurones. Voltage-sensitive dye imaging revealed epileptic activity to be initiated in paratumoral zones (1-2 mm from main tumor mass), in contrast to control tissue, where epileptic foci appeared randomly throughout the neocortex. Neuronal firing patterns revealed significantly more intrinsically bursting neurones within these initiation zones than in regions directly adjacent to the tumor or in control tissue. We conclude that gliomas are associated with a higher density of intrinsically bursting neurones, and that these may preferentially initiate epileptiform events.